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 Taming the Nashorn to 
Rule the Smart Home



The Ancient Home

https://www.flickr.com/photos/spcbrass/4744175365



The Classical Home

https://www.flickr.com/photos/brunkfordbraun/330793963



The Cowardly Automated Home

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Toggleswitch.PNG https://www.flickr.com/photos/greenenergyfutures/8577731134



The Smart Marketed Home

https://www.flickr.com/photos/philips_newscenter/9659169599 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Iphone_4G-3_grey_screen.png



The Connected Home

https://www.flickr.com/photos/philips_newscenter/9659169599 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Amazon_Echo.jpg



The Connected Home

https://www.flickr.com/photos/philips_newscenter/9659169599 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Amazon_Echo.jpg



CONNECTED 
HOME



SMART 
HOME



The Smart Home

https://www.flickr.com/photos/philips_newscenter/9659169599



The Smart Home

?
https://www.flickr.com/photos/philips_newscenter/9659169599



The Smart Bedroom



The Smart Bedroom



The Smart Bedroom
More sensors…



The Smart Bedroom
Better sensors…
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The Smart Bedroom
Mind reading… EASY HARD  

PROBLEM
Scott Jenson, Google



Moravec's paradox

„It is comparatively easy to make computers exhibit 
adult level performance on intelligence tests or 

playing checkers, and difficult or impossible to give 
them the skills of a one-year-old when it comes to 

perception“



The Smart Thermostat

https://www.flickr.com/photos/nest/6265389742



The Smart Thermostat

The auto-programming is ineffective. Over many months of using my Nest, it started getting less and less smart.

Eventually, I disabled the learning and 

just program it manually because it is 

much faster and more predictable and 

gives me no surprises

The learning system fails to  understand user intent „ It makes assumptions, and I don’t like the assumptions, and I can't train it to make different 
assumptions. I feel like I've lost control over it.“ 

 Once several participants realized the 

Nest’s machine learning limitations, 

they changed the way they interacted 

with it.



The Smart Problems

Lacking 
Context

Unknown 
Intent

Uncanny 
Valley

 Multi User 
Environment



https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wpdms_fh_uncanny_valley_3.jpg

The Uncanny Valley



INTRANET OF THINGS



The Pragmatic Automation
Let the user dictate the rules

Don’t try to be more clever than your users

Be predictable

Let the user overrule you

Hide complexity from the user



The Pragmatic Automation - Scripting



The Pragmatic Automation - Visual Scripting

Blockly Node-RED







Rule

Trigger Condition Action

on this if that then do
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Rule Module

Input a
Input b

Output x
Output y

Input c Output z
. . . . . .

Configuration

Rule Context



Script Rule Module

states
event bus

result

Rule Context



Demo Time!



More Features to Come
Rule Editor

Module Matching

Templates

Access to external Javascript libraries

Management of timers and jobs



THANK YOU!

Kai Kreuzer 
@kaikreuzer

Product names, logos, brands and other trademarks referred to within this presentation are the property of their respective trademark holders.
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